Abstract
The aim of the article is to examine differences between the speech of women and men in Hemingway’s fiction and to typify the linguistic strategies representing female and male dominance or powerlessness in different social contexts.

The precise analysis of the relationships between gender and language, the linguistic strategies (i.e., tag questions and hedges) employed by female and male allowed the authors to make a claim that in E. Hemingway’s fiction male use question-tags more often than female do. The research has proved that the usage of tag questions by male is coincident with theoretical claims that men use tags searching for confirmation of their viewpoint in the contest-based social situations.

In the corpus under the research, the authors found that female use hedges more often than men do. This reveals the attitude of the 20th century male writer’s attitude towards female heroines, i.e. women are of lower social status and, thus, need support and acceptance of men. Gender differences in language occur because of status-conscious society, cross-cultural differences, misunderstandings of the intent of the other sex, the dominant role of male position in society, and on different linguistic strategies acquired by female and male subcultures in culture and social organization. The authors assume that while many of sociolinguists refer to characteristics of male and female speech styles by different names, they all have identified similar tendencies in terms of gender differences in language: women’s use of hedges and tag questions, differences in topics of the conversation and choice of lexicon, differing message interpretation and a higher degree of women’s politeness.
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Introduction
The study of language and gender might seem as a narrowly focused field, but actually it is interdisciplinary. Within the discipline of linguistics, this article should be referred to as literary discourse analysis in E. Hemingway’s short stories. Literary discourse analysis, in our opinion, is the most important for us as if focuses not only on sounds, words or sentences, but also aims at the analysis of connected language beyond the sentence (Tannen, 1994). Our research addresses the intersection of language and social phenomena that is referred to as a field of sociolinguistics.

Gendered language in industrial societies was not taken as a serious topic of study until the 1960s, and did not explode as a subfield in its own right until the publication of Robin Lakoff’s book “Language and Woman’s Place” in 1975. Lakoff’s book and her article entitled “Woman’s Language” have served as the basis for much research on the subject.

Theorists in gender and language research conclude that gender differences cannot be discussed simply in terms of the different linguistic behaviour of male and female as groups (Mills, 2000). The differences must be analysed in terms of the various strategies which women and men adopt in particular circumstances and communicative acts. This article seeks to contribute not only to the language and gender literature, but also intends to be a contribution to the literature of sociolinguistic research.

The methodological considerations: 1. The theoretical and methodological assumptions of the present research derive from Lakoff’s (1975, 1979, 1990) theories focusing on the concept of communicative style and the notion that misunderstandings can arise in conversation, both cross-cultural and cross-gender, because of systematic differences in communicative style. 2. The theory of Gumperz (1982) that distinguishes a new method of gender and language oriented research: “interactional sociolinguistics” which can be applied not only to the analysis of authentic conversational acts, but also to dialogue interpretations selected from literary texts. 3. The hypothesis proposed by Sapir (1931) and Whorf (1956) that language shapes the perception of reality as much as reality shapes
language, and that language constructs as well as reflects gender-oriented culture. In this research we support Sapir (1931) and Whorf (1956) approach that the sexist language questions seeming at first to represent a practical agenda, is a point of entry into broader study of women and men as speakers, writers, and bearers of meaning within society and culture.

**The novelty of the research:** the use of fictional dialogue for linguistic and literary discourse analysis is a relatively unusual practice for contemporary linguistics and sociolinguistics.

**The hypothetical questions of the research:**
1. Linguistic analysis of an extended segment of fictional discourse can shed light on how stereotypically female and male styles can operate in interaction with each other.
2. The examination of the linguistic forms employed by female and male in interactive discourse is a fruitful site for researching such dimensions as dominance and powerlessness while reflecting certain socio-cultural contexts.

**The aim of the article** is to examine differences between the speech of women and men in Hemingway’s fiction and to typify the linguistic strategies representing female and male dominance or powerlessness in different social contexts.

In order to achieve the aim the following objectives have been set:
1. To present attitudes of various scholars towards gender differences in communicative competence.
2. To reveal how gender differences in communicative competence are represented in Hemingway’s fiction.

**The research methods** used in the work are:
1. Theoretical literature analysis method helped to present theoretical background.
2. Contrastive method was used to identify and interpret similarities and differences across gender and language use.
3. Linguistic text analysis helped to identify and typify female and male interactional patterns in the aspect of dominance and powerlessness.
4. Literary discourse analysis served as the basis for research conclusion making.

**The subject of the research:** for the purpose of the research 32 examples of the conversations have been picked out from “The Complete Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway” (The Finca Vigia Edition 1998).


**Theoretical Approaches towards Gender Language Differences**

This part of the article addresses some of the research methods, trends, and findings concerning variation in language and gender. We aim to present an overview of language differences referred to women and men on gender differences in conversational discourse.

According to Lakoff (1975), the differential use of language has to be explained in large part on the basis of women’s subordinate social status and the resulting social insecurity, i.e. the style of language serves to maintain women’s inferior role in society.

As referred to Graddol & Joan Swann (1989), Martin (1954:58) suggested that “<…> women, it seems, are considerably more disposed than men to upgrade themselves into the middle-class and less likely to allocate themselves to the working-class <…> a finding which confirms the common observation that status consciousness is more pronounced among women”. Accordingly, women were found to be closer to a prestige norm (i.e. RP: received pronunciation) than men.

As Trudgill (1972) suggests, women may be more ‘status-conscious’ because they are less secure and have less well developed social networks than men. Another important factor in this differential usage is that working-class speech has connotations of ‘masculinity’ and women often want to disassociate themselves from it, for that reason preferring types of speech which are regarded as more refined.

Tannen (1990) argued that gender differences are parallel to cross-cultural differences. She claimed that when interpreting the cultural information encoded by language, women and men rely on different subcultural norms. Male subculture uses language to build hierarchical relationships, while female subculture uses language to build equal relationships. In other words, Tannen (1990) maintained that differences in language between women and men result from a misunderstanding of the intent of the other sex, and not from the dominant position of men in society.

As pointed out by Kunsmann (2001), the
participants in a conversation use many strategies to achieve their conversational goals. One of these goals may be to dominate other participants of the speech situation. Kunsmann (2001) points out that personality differences will have to be considered as well. Individual subjects will react differently in particular situations. In addition, femaleness and maleness are not discrete categories.

According to Tannen (1995, p. 138), “Communication is not as simple as saying what you mean. How you say what you mean is crucial, and differs from one person to the next, because using language is a learned behaviour: How we talk and listen is deeply influenced by cultural experience”. Women and men are like people who have grown up in two subcultures - they have two broad different styles of speaking showing their social status. It is generally accepted that men and women do not use and interpret language in the same way.

As it was mentioned above, Lakoff (1975) was one of the first linguists who proposed that women’s speech style is a powerless style. She introduced the term “women’s language” which implies that women and men speak different languages. In the related article, “Woman’s Language”, she published a set of basic presumptions about what marks out the language of women.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R. Lakoff’s basic presumptions about the women’s language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedge:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use (super) polite forms:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use tag questions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak in italics:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use empty adjectives:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use hyper-correct grammar and pronunciation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use direct quotation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a special lexicon:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Lakoff (1975) claimed, the differential use of language can be explained not only on the basis of women’s subordinate social status and the resulting social insecurity, but also on the literary work author’s stereotypical attitude toward female and male and on the linguistic forms intentionally put into the speeches of conversational partners. We cannot claim that constructed dialogue represents a reality lacking elements, but rather that author created dialogues reveal an internalised model of a conversation female and male have to access to.

Use of Tag Questions and Hedges

It is generally accepted in sociolinguistic literature the men and women differ in their use of questions in conversations.

As Lakoff (1975) remarked, in certain contexts, women use question tags more often than men do. Lakoff (1975, p. 16) describes the tag question as a “<…> declarative statement without the assumption that the statement is to be believed by the addressee: one has an out, as with questions”. The tag gives the addressee leeway, not forcing them to go along the views of the speaker. However, further research on the issue of whether men or women do use more tag questions has produced contradictory results, with some researchers finding that women use more tag questions (Case, 1988), other researchers finding that men use more tag questions (Dubois and Crouch, 1975; Lapadat and Seesahai, 1977), and others finding that there is, in fact, no difference between the sexes on how many tag questions they ask (Baumann, 1976).

It should be noted that the tag questions could also function as expressions of politeness, as hedging and boosting devices or communication facilitators. For the different functions of the tag question, Holmes (1992, p. 319) accounted that men use tag questions more often to express uncertainty while women use them largely to ease communication.

Coates and Cameron (1988) defined two functions of tags: an affective function for tags which are directed toward the addressee and signal solidarity and a modal function. In the case of the latter function tags are speaker oriented and indicate
a request for information or a confirmation of the information. According to Coates and Cameron’s (1988) study, men use more modal tags while women use more affective tags.

As Lakoff (1975) noted, women tend to use intonation of a question when making a declarative statement as well as a declarative answer to a question, having the rising inflection typical of a yes-no question, as well as being especially indecisive. The effect is as though one were seeking confirmation, though at the same time the speaker may be the only one who has the requisite information.

E.g.: (A) “When will dinner be ready?” (B) “Oh.., around six o’clock..?” as though (B) were saying “Six o’clock, if that’s OK with you, if you agree”.

As Lakoff (1975) observed, hedges or disclaimers considered a characteristic of female language mainly. Phrases like “sort of”, “kind of”, “It seems like” or “I could be mistaken, but…” demonstrate the speaker’s insecurity, powerlessness, and unwillingness to express her opinion or avoid making explicit statements. Furthermore, she claims, a hedge is used when the speaker is stating a claim, but lacks full confidence in the truth of that claim and therefore tries to avoid a strong statement.

Coates (1996, p. 152-173) names several words and phrases, such as “I mean”, “you know”, “sort of”, “maybe”, “may” and “might” which can act as hedging devices.

Holmes includes pauses and hesitations like … eehm … and … eeh … in the category of hedges since they “<…> can be used to express a speaker’s reluctance to impose” (Holmes 1995, p. 75). Other differences in the use of hedging devices between men and women found by Holmes involved the use of the lexical items “you know”, “I think” and “sort of”. As Holmes (1995) claimed, women tend to use the solidarity marker “you know” (which is used most often between people who know each other well as it emphasises shared knowledge) as an addressee oriented positive politeness device when it protects the speaker’s positive face needs. Whereas, men use “you know” more in its referential meaning when it refers to presuppose sharing knowledge or acts as a hedge on the validity of a supposition.

In conclusion, both men and women use the tag questions. Women use more affective tags while men prefer modal ones. Women use hedges to express powerlessness, uncertainty or insecurity, and unwillingness to express her opinion or avoid making explicit statements. Whereas, male speakers use hedging devices most frequently for very concrete functions. They usually want to keep the floor for them, to strengthen the uttered propositions and to lead the discussion.

However, it should be added that gender differences in the frequency of usage of tag questions depend on the content of the conversation, the situational contexts, and the roles of participants.

Therefore, in the following section, our analysis will be focused on the gender differences of the topic of conversation and choice of vocabulary.

**Representation of gender differences in language used in fiction**

**Methodology of the research**

In this part of the paper, we will provide the discourse and linguistic analysis of women’s and men’s use of language as represented in fiction with the focus on dialogues in Hemingway’s short stories. Theoretical framework behind the research work is the sociolinguistic theory of different approach to gender differences in communicative competence. According to Tannen (1994) the question of artistic verisimilitude or the relationship between the representations of reality is one of the most intriguing issues in the theory of communicative competence. For a long time linguists were isolated from this area of philosophical speculation because it seemed irrelevant to the previous interests of research methodology. Tannen (1994) claims that “constructed dialogue represents a reality lacking in transcripts, but rather that artificial dialogue may represent an internalized schema for the production of conversation. If, then, we are interested in discovering the ideal model of conversational strategy, there is much to be gained by looking at artificial conversation first, to see what these general assumptions are”. Literary data in this research will help us to identify a different level of validity of represented reality.

The corpus analysed has been restricted to the following short stories:

(I) “The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber” by Ernest Hemingway (referred to as H: I, in the examples provided);

(II) “The Snows of Kilimanjaro” by Ernest Hemingway (referred to as H: II, in the examples provided);

(III) “Hills like White Elephants” by Ernest Hemingway (referred to as H: III in the examples provided);

(IV) “The Killers” by Ernest Hemingway (referred to as H: IV in the examples provided);

(V) “The Doctor and his Wife” (referred to as H: V in the examples provided);
The above stories were chosen for the study as they contain a considerable amount of spoken language patterns in the form of dialogue with both men and women participating in the conversation. E. Hemingway’s short stories were chosen for the following reasons: 1) many critics have accused E. Hemingway of being antagonistic toward women and knowing nothing about them; 2) the heroines of his short stories are submissive or manipulative, and seldom are revealed as realistic characters; 3) yet, in his personal life E. Hemingway always admired bold, resourceful, imaginative women who cared deeply for him and in most instances dedicated themselves to creating the kind of environment he needed and demanded. Thus, E. Hemingway’s fiction and the study of women’s conversational language patterns in the form of dialogue with both men and women participating in the conversation. We will outline the representation of gender differences in fiction, drawing on the examples from dialogues in Hemingway’s short stories. We suggest that gender differences should be reflected in fiction as fiction writers aim to represent the existing reality to make the piece of writing realistic and believable while depicting female and male. The writers in fiction use speech characteristics that people most often associate with either women or men to convey character or to reveal specific sociocultural context.

Empirical findings
As it has been mentioned above, the study of literature in the field of language-gender differences has suggested that women use tag questions and hedges as conversational strategies. In the corpus, we found quite a number of examples illustrating these strategies:

(1) Woman: “They’re the big cowy things that jump like hares, aren’t they?”
Man: “I suppose that describes them.”
(2) Woman: “You are not afraid, are you?”
Man: “Of course not.”<…>. (H: I; p. 9)

(3) Woman (to a man): “You don’t have to destroy me. Do you?” <…> “You wouldn’t want to destroy me again, would you?” (H: II; p. 47)

(4) Woman: “You didn’t say anything to Boulton to anger him, did you?”
Man: “No,” <…>. (H: V; p. 75)

(5) Man: “How do you mean?”
Woman: “Because she must have loved you,” <…>. “Candidly, now, didn’t she?” (H: I; p. 16)

(6) Woman (to a man): “I saw in the paper a few days ago.” <…>, “that there had been several local appointments to the Railway Mail. You passed first, didn’t you?” (H: I; p. 26)

The interpretation of the above-mentioned examples allows us to make claim that the female speakers feel anxiety and hesitation in different social situations. They feel powerless and need men’s support. Male speakers are presented as a contrast: their statements are abrupt, confident, and dominant.

The corpus also provided numerous examples of tag questions produced by men, which serve as a perfect evidence to the study by Holmes (1992) claiming that men produce more tag questions than women do:

(7) Man: “He comes here to eat every night, don’t he?”
Man: “Sometimes he comes here.”
(8) Man: “How much would that be?”
Man: “Lemme see. Six per cent – six times seven – four hundred an’ twenty.”
Man: “That would be thirty-five dollars a month, wouldn’t it?” (H: I; p. 22)

(9) Man (to a man): “It’s a beauty, ain’t it?”
<…> “I didn’t know I was talkin’ out loud.” (H: I; p. 26)

The above examples should be analyzed with reference to the modal function of tag questions, which shows that the tags are speaker-oriented and show a request for additional information or a confirmation of the information.

The following examples explain the usage of tag questions by male characters as an inducement.

(10) Man (to a woman) : <…>. “Or you can shoot me. You’re a good shot now. I taught you to shoot didn’t I?” (H: II; p. 39)
(11) Man: “You’re a pretty bright boy, aren’t you?”
Man: “Sure.”
Man: “Well, you’re not. Is he, Al?” (H: IV; p. 16)
The following examples illustrate the usage of tag questions by male speakers to express uncertainty, but the social context in which male express hesitation is presented in socially advantaged or hazardous situations, like hunting, fishing, drinking.

(12) Man: “Maybe I can fix it up on buffalo, <...>.” “We’re after them next, aren’t we?”

Man: “In the morning if you like.” (H: I; p. 8)

(13) Man: “Here’s the lunch,” <...> “You’re very merry, aren’t you?”

Woman: “Why not? I didn’t come out here to be dull and sober” (H: I; p. 9)

(14) Man (to a woman): “He is good lion, isn’t he?” (H: I; p. 10)

(15) Man (to a woman): “You don’t think I’m playin’ the fool, do you?” he demanded abruptly. (H: I; p. 53)

Summarising we assume that men in E. Hemingway’s fiction use tag questions more often for information, confirmation and sometimes to express hesitation, while women use them largely to ease communication, to show that they agree with men’s opinion in avoidance of conflict, admitting male dominance in different socio-cultural contexts. Thus, the hypothesis that linguistic analysis of an extended segment of fictional discourse can shed light on how stereotypically female and male styles can operate in interaction with each other was grounded.

Hedges are typically ascribed to female and are interpreted as indications of the speaker’s unwillingness to make a strong statement and to express personal views.

(16) Man: “Where did we stay in Paris?”

Woman: “At the Crillon, I believe. You know that. <...> “You said you loved it there.”

(H: II; p. 43)

(17) Man: “And you? When did you first know?”

Woman: “Oh, I knew it all the time, almost, from the first.”

Man: “And I have been as blind as a bat!” <...> “I never dreamed it until just how, when I-- when I kissed you.”

Woman: “I didn’t mean that.” <...> “I meant I knew you loved almost from the first.”

(H: I; p. 25)

(18) Woman: “What has happened?”

Woman “You know?”

Woman: “In the name of goodness, child, what are you babbling about?” <...> “I don’t think I know what happened, after all. What did happen?” (H: I; p. 19)

The examples above support Lakoff’s (1975) observations, that hedges or declarers demonstrate female’s insecurity, unwillingness to express her opinion or avoid explicit statements as well as provide a perfect illustration for Holmes’s (1995) theoretical claims that lexical items like “you know” serve as female’s solidarity or powerlessness markers which are used between well known persons and emphasise the addressee-oriented politeness.

The following examples illustrate the usage of hedges by a female to express her personal views. The usage of lexical items like: “you know”, “shouldn’t”, “actually think” support Holmes’s (1995) assumption that the conversational partners know each other well and lay emphasis on general truths or commonly shared beliefs. In the instances below the hedges signal modal function of request and employ the function of certainty.

(19) Man: “What about a drink”

Woman: “It's supposed to be bad for you. It said in Black's to avoid all alcohol. You shouldn’t drink.”

(20) Woman (to a man): “You shouldn’t, <...>. It says it's bad for you. I know it's bad for you.” (H: II; p. 40)

(21) Woman (to a man): “I actually think you are jealous” (H: I; p. 26)

(22) Woman (to a man): “You smoke more than enough as it is, and the brand of tobacco will make no difference. It is the smoking itself that is not nice, no matter what the brand may be. You are a chimney, a living volcano, a perambulating smoke-stack, and you are a perfect disgrace, Martin dear, you know you are.” (H: I; p. 33)

(23) Woman (to a woman): “Have you thought about him? He is so ineligible in every way, you know, and suppose he should come to love you?” (H: I; p. 24)

As Holmes (1986) claimed, men use ‘you know’ more in its referential meaning when it refers to presuppose sharing knowledge or acts as a hedge on the validity of a supposition.

(24) Man: “I’m walking- exercise, you know.”

(H: I; p. 36)

(25) Man (to a man): “Makin’ dates outside, eh?” <...> “You know what that means. You’ll being the police court yet.” (H: I; p. 30)

(26) Man (to a man): “This is too much all at once for yours truly. Give me a chance to get my nerve. You know I didn’t want to come, an’ I guess your fam’ly ain’t hankerin’ to see me neither.” (H: I; p.7)

(27) Man: “When is he goin’ to sea again?”
Woman: “When his pay-day’s spent, I guess.”
she answered. (H: I; p. 30)
(28) Woman: “And then, maybe, he’ll invite me to dinner again.” (H: I; p. 12)
(29) Woman: “That’s far-fetched, I am afraid.”
(H: I; p. 19)

The following examples illustrate the usage of hedges by both men and women to express confidence through explicit and confident statements.

(30) Man: “It’s really an awfully simple operation, Jig,” the man said. “It’s not really an operation at all.” (H: III; p. 22)
(31) Woman: “Dear, I don’t think, I really don’t think that anyone would really do a thing like that.”

Man: “No?”
(32) Woman: “No. I can’t really believe that anyone would do a thing of that sort intentionally.”
(H: V; p. 45)

In summary, women’s speech is often described as ‘tentative’ and this assertion is linked to the claim of Lakoff (1975) that women use more hedges.

E. Hemingway employs linguistic strategies of tag questions and hedges assuming that the statements made by female give leeway to the male addressees not forcing them to follow the views of the female speakers. Only six instances from the corpus of the research ascribe the qualities of decisiveness and formal request to female. The rest of the accumulated corpus, in the name of E. Hemingway, worship masculinity depicting male as searchers or seekers for information, and controllers of the conversation. The heroines of E. Hemingway’s short stories remain amorphous, polite, insecure, powerless and representing accommodative conversational manner.

The research has shown that male use tag questions approximately more often than female do. The research has shown that the usage of tag questions by male is coincident with sociolinguistic theories which claim that men use tags searching for confirmation of their viewpoint contest-based social situations like fishing, hunting, and sport.

In the corpus under the investigation, we found that female use hedges more often than men do. This reveals the attitude of the 20th century male writer’s attitude towards female heroines, i.e. women are of lower social status and, thus, need support and acceptance of men.

Gender differences in language occur because of status-conscious society, cross-cultural differences, misunderstandings of the intent of the other sex, dominant role of men position in society, and on different linguistic strategies acquired by female and male subcultures in culture and social organization. E. Hemingway’s fiction serves as a perfect example of artificially created conversational acts between female and male that reflect socio-cultural context of the 20th century American society where men’s dominance and female’s powerlessness are stereotypically common.

Conclusions
- The hypothesis that linguistic analysis of an extended segment of fictional discourse can shed light on how stereotypically female and male styles can operate in interaction with each other has proved itself. The question whether gender or status and power is the motivating force for conversational behaviour has been resolved in favour of status and power in literature. Our study has proved that in mixed talks men tend to be stereotypically dominant over women.
- The examination of the linguistic forms employed by female and male in interactive discourse was a fruitful site for researching such dimensions as dominance and powerlessness while reflecting socio-cultural contexts in which the heroes of E. Hemingway’s short stories act. E. Hemingway employs linguistic strategies of tag questions and hedges assuming that the statements made by female give leeway to the male addressees not forcing them to follow the views of the female speakers. Only six instances from the corpus of the research ascribe the qualities of decisiveness and formal request to female. The rest of the accumulated corpus, in the name of E. Hemingway, worship masculinity depicting male as searchers or seekers for information, and controllers of the conversation. The heroines of E. Hemingway’s short stories remain amorphous, polite, insecure, powerless and representing accommodative conversational manner.
- The research has shown that male use tag questions approximately more often than female do. The research has shown that the usage of tag questions by male is coincident with sociolinguistic theories which claim that men use tags searching for confirmation of their viewpoint contest-based social situations like fishing, hunting, and sport.
- In the corpus under the investigation, we found that female use hedges more often than men do. This reveals the attitude of the 20th century male writer’s attitude towards female heroines, i.e. women are of lower social status and, thus, need support and acceptance of men.
- Gender differences in language occur because of status-conscious society, cross-cultural differences, misunderstandings of the intent of the other sex, dominant role of men position in society, and on different linguistic strategies acquired by female and male subcultures in culture and social organization. E. Hemingway’s fiction serves as a perfect example of artificially created conversational acts between female and male that reflect socio-cultural context of the 20th century American society where men’s dominance and female’s powerlessness are stereotypically common.
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LYČIŲ SKIRTUMŲ RAIŠKA E. HEMINGWAY‘AUS MENINIUOSE TEKSTUOSE

Reda Baranauskienė, Vilija Adminienė

Santrauka


Straipsnio tikslas – ištirti moterų ir vyro kalbos skirstumas Ernesto Hemingway‘aus meniniuose tekstuose bei suklašiškoti lingvistines strategijas, reprezentuojančias moterų ir vyro dominavimo arba bejėgikumo aprašas socialiniuose kontekstuose:

- Remimasi lingvistų Sapir (1930) ir Whorf (1956) teorijomis, kad moterų kalbos yra labiau dėkisingas, o vyro kalbos yra labiau mandingas. 

Tarp šių teorinių šaltinių galima paminėti teorijas tarp moterų ir vyro kalbėjančių dialogų analizės

1 BBC – Didžiosios Britanijos nacionalinis transliuotojas (angl. British Broadcasting Centre)
Kita lingvistinė strategija – išsisukinėjimas arba vengimas tiesiai atsakyti – Hemingway’aus apsakymuose yra labiau priskirtina moterų kalbai. Ši strategija indikuoja moterų nenorą kalbėti kategoriskai arba išreikšti savo nuomonę, pvz.: 
Aš nemanau, kad aš žinau, kas ten atsitiko arba Aš to neturėjau galvoje. Vyrų vartojos išsisukinėjimo strategija išreiškijami pasitikėjimą savimi ir dažniausiai vartodami žodžių tikrai, pvz.: Tai tikrai siaubingai paprasta operacija.


Pagal Tannen (1993) teoriją, moterys dažniau kalba apie bendruomenės reikalus, privačias gyvenimo situacijas, todėl jų kalboje vyrauja lingvistinio mandagumo, besiribojančio su nuolankumu ir netgi amorfiškumu, tendencijos. Galima daryti išvadą, kad Hemingway’aus apsakymuose vyresnė komunikacija yra agresyvesnė ir dominuojanti, o moterų įvaizdžiai kalbos dėka stereotipiskai mandagūs, nuolankūs, jas retai reiškia savo nuomonę. 

Apibendrinant galima teigti, kad lyčių kalbos skirtumai atsiranda į socialinį statusą orientuotose visuomenėse. Tarptautiniais skirtumais, priešingos lyties intencijų suvokimo stoka, dominuojantas vyrų vaidmuo visuomenėje lemia skirtinas lingvistines strategijas kuriuos būdingas moterų ir vyrų subkultūroms, reprezentuojančioms skirtinas socialines organizacijas ir kultūras. 

Pagrindiniai žodžiai: lyčių kalbos skirtumai, diskursas ir lingvistinė tekstos analizė, E. Hemingway’us, lingvistinė strategijos (klausiamojo sakinių priduriamos dalys, išsisukinėjimas arba vengimas atsakyti tiesiai), vyrų dominavimas.